Northwestern University, Northwestern University, Department of Molecular Biosciences, Hogan Hall, Evanston, IL 60208, USA. *E-mail: beitel@northwestern.edu DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2010. 10.032 Numerical Processing: Stimulating Numbers A new study using transcranial direct current stimulation shows that modulating parietal cortex activity during the learning of abstract numerical material can enhance numerical competency for up to six months.
Jean-Franç ois Lepage and Hugo Thé oret
Numerical competency is a fundamental ability that is present across many species [1] . In humans, numbers are so important that impairments in mastering the manipulation of these abstract concepts and symbols -a condition named dyscalculia -can lead to serious personal, social, and economical difficulties. For example, poor numerical skills have been associated with erroneous patient dosing of medication [2] . Developmental dyscalculia is characterized by a marked inability to perform even simple numerical operations [3] . Affecting approximatively 5% of the population [4] , developmental dyscalculia cannot be explained by low intelligence, sensory difficulties or poor schooling [5] . Although recent advances in cognitive remediation seem promising [6] , results so far suggest that the positive effects associated with the use of computer-assisted interventions, for example, are short-lived [7] .
Neuroimaging studies looking at the neural basis of numerical ability have shown that the brain network recruited for mathematical processing depends largely on the type of material used and the specificity of the task [5] . Nonetheless, a consistent finding in these studies is the involvement of the posterior parietal cortex, more specifically the horizontal segment of the intra-parietal sulcus (IPS) [8] . Functional magnetic resonance imaging studies have revealed the existence of a supramodal number representation in the IPS [9] and reduced IPS activation during magnitude comparison in children with pure developmental dyscalculia [10] . Furthermore, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies have confirmed the causal role of parietal cortex in numerical ability [11] .
While it can be assumed that the IPS is not the only neural substrate underlying number processing, evidence suggests it would make a suitable target for therapeutic interventions aimed at reducing the effects of developmental dyscalculia or acquired numerical disability. In this issue of Current Biology, Cohen Kadosh and colleagues [12] report novel findings that may provide an important first step in the development of such interventions by showing improved numerical competence following noninvasive stimulation of the parietal cortex in healthy participants. Application of a weak electrical current (1-5 mA) through the brain induces a modulatory effect on cortical excitability that depends on the current direction [13] . This technique is called transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) and when applied to neuronal tissue, cathodal direct current leads to decreased neuronal activity, but anodal direct current leads to increased neuronal firing and facilitates cortical excitability. The effects of a single session of tDCS last for up to 90 minutes [14] and several consecutive sessions of stimulation can induce behavioral effects that last for several weeks [15] . The use of tDCS presents many advantages: it is painless, noiseless, and unlike TMS, is well suited for placebo and double-blind experimental designs [16] .
In this new study, Cohen Kadosh et al. [12] used tDCS to determine whether increased activation of the partietal cortex would facilitate numerical ability in healthy subjects. Participants were trained over six sessions to assign a magnitude value to a series of abstract symbols. Unbeknownst to them, each artificial digit actually represented a number and participants were asked to repeatedly compare two symbols presented side-by-side and indicate which was of greater magnitude. Feedback was provided on-line to participants to gauge their performance and create learning. After each training session, numerical ability with the abstract symbols was evaluated using two standard tasks (numerical stroop and number-to-space tests). Parietal cortex activity was differentially modulated in three groups of participants during the first 20 minutes of each training session: right anodal (excitatory)/left cathodal (inhibitory); right cathodal (inhibitory)/left anodal (excitatory); and sham stimulation. In line with previous TMS studies showing disruptive effects of brain stimulation on number processing [11] , right cathodal/left anodal stimulation led to impaired numerical ability with the abstract symbols. Remarkably, right anodal/left cathodal tDCS facilitated learning, such that improvements in numerical ability occured more rapidly and were of greater magnitude compared to sham stimulation. Furthermore, increased numerical ability was restricted to the newly acquired material: proficiency with everyday digits remained unchanged with stimulation.
Although the mode of action of tDCS is relatively well-understood (for example [17] ), it is difficult to determine with certainty how the reported behavorial effects come about. In its current form, tDCS uses rather large electrodes, limiting its spatial resolution and the anatomical inferences that can be derived from the experimental data. Also, a bilateral stimulation montage makes it hard to determine whether the modulation of numerical competence is due to anodal stimulation of the right parietal lobe, cathodal stimulation of the left paritetal lobe, or a combination of the two. In that sense, it may be more accurate to speak in terms of functional resolution, where the effects of tDCS on a specific set of behaviors are drastically different from one site (or polarity) to the other.
Beyond the notable gain in performance that follows tDCS of the parietal cortex, it is the duration of the positive effect that is most impressive and clinically relevant. Indeed, at a follow-up evaluation six months after the last training session, it was found that participants that received right anodal/left cathodal stimulation (participants in the two other groups were not tested at follow-up) had retained their enhanced numerical proficiency with the artificial digits. It is natural to speculate whether a neuromulatory intervention such as this could benefit individuals struggling with developmental dyscalculia. As was seen in the Cohen Kadosh et al. [12] study, however, tDCS facilitated learning of new material, whereas performance with actual numbers was unchanged by the stimulation. Perhaps the best approach for clinical intervention may therefore be to 'prime' parietal areas with tDCS prior to behavioral training. In a priming paradigm, tDCS is used to augment the efficacy of behavioral interventions by increasing the responsiveness of a targeted area [18] . In the present case, increasing the excitability of parietal areas with tDCS could potentially facilitate cognitive remediation in developmental dyscalculia and lead to long-lasting improvements in number proficiency. Only time will tell what the impact of these exciting findings will be for individuals struggling with developmental dyscalculia or numerical difficulties. Hopefully the days of limited treatment possibilities are numbered.
How and why do bees become social? A transplant experiment shows that sweat bees can adopt a solitary or social lifestyle in response to their environment.
Michel Chapuisat
Cooperation plays a central role in the major evolutionary transitions that produced the integrated hierarchy of biological organization, from genes within cells to organisms within societies [1] . Cooperation between individual organisms reaches extreme forms in the eusocial insects, where some individuals permanently forfeit reproduction to help rearing the offspring of other individuals. How did this highly integrated form of social organisation evolve? Does it require major genetic innovations? In this issue of Current Biology, Field et al. [2] report that a species of sweat bee flexibly shifts between solitary and social life when moved between cold and warm environments. This experiment indicates that phenotypic plasticity underlies an ongoing evolutionary transition between solitary parental care and eusociality in this group.
Most wild bee species are solitary -each female builds and provisions her own nest, in which she cares for her offspring. In contrast, some species, like the honeybee, form well-coordinated societies in which only one female, the queen, reproduces. Sweat bees (Hymenoptera, Halictidae) are particularly interesting for the study of social evolution because members of this family exhibit the full range of behaviour, from strictly solitary to permanently eusocial [3] . The mapping of the social behaviour on the phylogeny of the group has revealed three independent origins of eusociality, but also as many as twelve reversions from eusocial to solitary lifestyle [4] . In fact, a few halictid species appear to be in the middle of these social transitions. These species are socially polymorphic, with solitary and social colonies, which makes them particularly appropriate to elucidate the mechanisms and selective pressures leading to social transitions.
Field et al. [2] studied one of these socially polymorphic sweat bee species, Halictus rubicundus. In the British Isles, bees from northern or high elevation populations are solitary (each female raises her own offspring with no help), whereas bees from southern and low elevation populations are social (many of the first generation offspring become non-reproductive helpers; Figure 1 ). When the authors transplanted foundresses between the 'solitary' and 'social' populations, most of their offspring adopted the social system of the sites they were transplanted into, rather than the system of their site of origin. In addition, the authors used genetic markers to show that one female monopolized reproduction in social nests. They also performed a control transplant between two 'solitary' populations to verify that the transplant itself did not alter the social organization.
The conclusion from these experiments is straightforward: these bees show phenotypic plasticity for solitary or social behaviour. Individuals with a given genotype can develop either into independent mothers or into social helpers in response to the environment in which they were reared. The decision is independent of the origin of the genotype of the bee, which may come from either a solitary or a social population. This impact of environmental conditions on sociality can be explained by the fact that annual bees need a long growing season to become social (Figure 1 ). Indeed, sociality requires an overlap of generations that can only be obtained by provisioning two consecutive generations in the same year [5] . In cold climates time constraints prevent bees from rearing a second generation, which forces them to be solitary. If the conditions are unpredictable or if bees frequently move between cold and warm habitats, a flexible response to environmental conditions appears to be a good strategy to make the best of both worlds.
In warm climates, becoming social appears to be adaptive, because it permits an individual to rear a new generation in an established nest and with the workforce of a group rather than trying to rear offspring alone from scratch, which is likely to be a risky enterprise [6] . An adaptive link between climate and sociality is supported by the geographic distribution of solitary and social behaviour within and across species of sweat bees [7, 8] . The data collected by Field et al. [2] also suggest that the behaviour of H. rubicundus helpers
